
The destruction of the social fabric & democratic structure of Britain’s culture
Virtually all of the problems that decent, law abiding, caring and thinking people are concerned about
have common route causes. These are simply stated below :-

1. The organisations that control our lives, provide our services and spend our money are often
controlled by unskilled or incompetent or even dangerously irrational people. These in turn recruit staff of
similar quality and like minds to all levels in those organisations. This has resulted in the majority of the
population feeling completely alienated within their own country. This is nothing new, it is a fundamental
risk in our type of democratic moderate capitalism.
2. It is the responsibility of our elected representatives at ALL LEVELS to prevent the above BUT if
we elect equally incompetent or irrational people it is hardly surprising what happens!
3. The great socialist/communist systems of the recent past were extreme examples of this but they
were born out of revolution. The significant difference is that our current system was born out of the
abuse of a weakened democracy that we all neglected. We have really got the system we deserved.
4. Incompetence and irrationality lead to a morass of deadly secondary effects……..the ‘problem’ is
incorrectly identified or even invented. The targets and the solution(s) are likewise, the methodology will
be based on feelings, politically correctness, social engineering and control freakery and often only the
need for soundbites and to be seen to be doing something rather than logic, science or engineering.
5. As the effects of the above incompetence become apparent the response will also be incompetent
and irrational. Truth and reality, science and reasoning will go out of the window. The end result will be
vast waste, total confusion, continuing deterioration in whatever service or system that is being interfered
with AND no one will know the truth or what is really going on.

The effect of 1 above is truly devastating. If such a disaster befalls a company in our system of mild
capitalism market forces will either destroy it or encourage it to rebuild itself. Classic exceptions were our
state run industries and services which continued, got steadily worse, absorbed vast resources and
nearly bankrupted the economy….NOTHING has changed.
Again Russia and most of it’s satellites went that way, China did likewise but has seen the error of it’s
ways and embraced our market system. All the above are only our, MAN’s versions of evolution, natural
selection and survival of the fittest. I.e there are fundamental and incontrovertible rules of cause and
effect irrespective of politics! WE break these rules at our peril, regularly!

The reason we are here tonight is to discuss one minor but significant symptom of the
malaise. The failing and abusive National road safety policy and its effects in North
Wales in particular.

The Government decided to interfere with road safety policy pre 1997 and introduce speed cameras as
an enforcement tool. NOTE almost all technological advances from atomic energy to speed
cameras have been abused by politicians!!
The ‘brilliant’ self-financing scheme followed and all hell broke loose. The past history of improvements
and the causes thereof were ignored and all  the above root causes rapidly occurred. Incompetent and
even irrational people were attracted to the program, they always are when abusive powers become
available. The results didn’t fit the targets ‘or daft expectations is a better description’ so truth and
honesty and openness and accountability went out the window. Most of the people were too busy getting
on with their lives to know what was going on or question the ever growing level of abuse.

The inconvenience of our powerfully protective legal system was found to be inconvenient and ALL
aspects of it are regularly abused, distorted or ignored. The use of the Speed Camera system was
controlled by rules and guidelines drawn up by sensible, honest & competent people (all retired or
moved on by now!) these were also found to be inconvenient and are generally ignored BUT whilst we
still have the vestiges of democracy and free speech left the PPP are determined to put a stop to the
abuses and revert to a system using science & engineering (including social!) to analyse the problems

and define the solutions……….we need your support.


